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         HIGHLIGHTS: 
         -Adam Solway, born Browning, Montana, orphaned at 8 years and 
         adopted by Blackfoot Reserve, Alta.  Attended residential 
         school and later became councillor and then chief on the 
         reserve.  One of the Indian representatives in negotiations 
         with federal government on 1969 White Paper, Canadian 
         Constitution and aboriginal rights. 
         -treaty and aboriginal rights vis - a - vis the Constitution.          
         January 29, 1983.  Adam Solway. 
          
         Adam:  Getting back to the treaty rights, I asked a lot of 
         these political leaders at the time what they thought about it.  
         They didn't believe me.  So this went on and I left it the way 
         it was.  Five, six years down the line, there was another 
         meeting held in Hobbema, four bands.  And I mentioned the darn 
         thing again and one of the ladies jumped up and said, "If you 
         would have listened to this man at the time when he presented 
         this comment to the delegation, today we wouldn't have been 
         crying over our shoulders, on our shoulders.  Trying to amend 
         what the government is trying to do.  It is too late because 
         they are already in the process of bringing the Constitution 
         back to Canada."   
          
         Well, we got to work right away and that made all the Indians, 
         some of them swam across the ocean trying to get to the Crown, 
         some of them flew and some of them sailed.  Whichever way they 
         tried to travel, irregardless how they went about it in 
         politics, who they tried to persuade in assisting them to have 
         their treaties, their aboriginal rights recognized, but with no 
         avail.  Trudeau went ahead and there was some Metis people that 
         talked on behalf of the Indian people, the registered treaty 



         Indians.  The non-status Indians stated "oh, they aren't 
         agreeable."  They are agreeable to bring that Constitution back 
         and Trudeau went by that statement.  Where the treaty Indians 
         never said boo.  Yes or no to it.  That is one reason why 
         Trudeau succeeded in bringing the Constitution back.  The Queen 
         thought all this time everybody was in agreement.  Metis, 
         Inuit, Treaties, Provincial Governments, and Federal 
         Governments.  They thought everything was in line with the 
         exception of one province.  However, that is where we are 
         right now.  We are in face to face, eye to eyeballs with the 
         Minister.  We are looking forward for the minister's conference 
         which will be held in March.  To have some sort of an agreement 
         and to have a compromise from all concerned governments.  And I 
         kind of think, here again it says in the Canada Act, maybe 
         after that statement that Trudeau made, he won't recognize 
         Treaty Aboriginal Rights until such time that all parties agree 
         and a definition of Aboriginal Rights.  Who wants to define the 
         Aboriginal Rights?  Either Liberals, oppositions, provincial, 
         who is going to define that.  It seems that nobody can't 
         define.  The only one that could define that is the Indian 
         himself, is the aboriginal.  He is the guy that can interpret 
         that.  Simple as that.            
         But I was concerned and I questioned myself, "What kind of a 
         Queen did we have under the Treaty?"  On April 17, 1982, Her 
         Majesty Queen Elizabeth II, she proclaimed the new 
         Constitution.  She made that proclamation.  And Canada was 
         responsible for our treaties.  I repeat again, Canada got ahold 
         of that Constitution.  They can legislate today and make it law 
         tomorrow.  Recognition of the treaties will be deleted, 
         reserves will be classed as counties, municipalities, or local 
         communities.  There will be no more recognition of chiefs or 
         councils.  There will be a board of directors replacing these.  
         If they don't make a job of it, the municipalities will get 
         ahold of them.  And after the transactions, legislations, from 
         federal to the provinces in 1930, we didn't have a say.  No 
         input whatsoever.  Likewise on this new Canada Act.  Wherever 
         it stipulates Indians, lands, we had no input.  We always did 
         respect the treaty which was entrenched in the British Crown 
         stipulating Indians, lands, for the benefit of Indians.  
          
         So today, I am really concerned and I am very optimistic.  How 
         it is going to be this coming year.  Maybe there will be no 
         more treaty Indians.  Maybe there will be no more rights that 
         we are enjoying.  From the beginning of the century when the 
         treaties were signed, we payed a lot in advance by letting them 
         use our lands, develop our lands, in return through treaties 
         they promised us as long as the sun shines, the river flows, 
         and the grass grows, we will provide you with education, 
         health, economic development to develop your land.  The 
         Commissioner said to one of the leaders when they were 
         negotiating treaties-like us Indians here, we don't have filing 
         cabinets, filing books, our filing cabinets is our brains.  
         That is where the inheritance of filing, comments that was made 
         years ago is imprinted in these brains and it is inherited by 
         generations over generations.  But the white man, they use 
         filing cabinets and they got records, but we don't keep records 
         in paper, in writing, because somebody could come around and 



         re-word the writing.  Somebody could come around and burn it.  
         Somebody could come around and steal it but anything that is in 
         your brains, nobody can steal it.  That is how the Indians kept 
         their records.  And the poor fellas behind the scene that put 
         their X's in agreement with the treaties, none of them 
         understand English.  As I stated earlier, through poor 
         interpretation, the fellow that interpreted for them was the 
         son of the Hudson Bay Company dealer.  You don't mean to say 
         that I believe that interpreter?  That he understands the 
         Blackfoot language and he could express himself in Blackfoot or any          
         other language?  Try to dialogue with the leaders, what the 
         Commissioner said and what the Indian said.  There is a lot of 
         things that they missed out on this agreement and a lot of land 
         has been taken forcefully through appropriations.  That is why 
         the Indians are continuously claiming what was theirs, and it 
         appears to me that this is an endless battle.  If Trudeau ever 
         gets that Canada Constitution legislated upon, that is the end 
         of your claims, your aboriginal rights, your treaties.  That is 
         all I can say about that now.  So, we got no Queen.  How in the 
         heck are you going to deal, there is ten, eleven crowns across 
         Canada, and there is one in Ottawa.  If this Canada Bill comes 
         through, you gotta deal with all of these Crowns. Where do we 
         stand, holding the bag.  We just going to stand by the wayside 
         where the unions aren't felt.  Stand there crying, weeping, 
         over our land.  Phasing off the Indian.  But I won't let go of 
         my peace pipe, I will remain as an Indian till I die.  Thank 
         you.  
          
         Adam:  That is Alberta. 
          
         Christine:  You said that Trudeau and the provinces and all of 
         the old people had defined aboriginal rights.  They have no 
         right to do that.  The only people that could decide aboriginal 
         rights are the Indian people.  How do the Indian people define 
         aboriginal rights?  What are they? 
          
         Adam:  The rights is the culture, eh, number one.  Their 
         religion, their habitats.  Their ways of living, their own 
         Indian government.  They are the ones that know and live from 
         day to day, what they want and what should be done.  These are 
         some of the aboriginal rights the Indian had before the white 
         people came.  They had their own Indian government, they run 
         themselves accordingly.  That is about all in a nut shell. 
          
         And the rights, like what I said, education, health, economic 
         development and so on.  Now these little trinkets that they 
         passed around to bribe the Indians to sign.  I have been a 
         chief and I have never got my rifle yet.  This breaking the 
         treaty again eh.  Where is my Union Jack, I never got my Union 
         Jack.  The only thing I got was the medal.  The big medal that 
         shows the Commissioner and Indian shaking hands, that's peace 
         eh.  On the other side is Queen Victoria.  And that medal must 
         weigh about a pound or something.  Anyways, I get tired wearing it 
         when I wear it.  But this means something.  If it's a medal 
         that you are wearing, when I went to Diefenbaker's funeral, they          
         thought I was a big Commissioner of some country or something.  
         By golly they sure put the red carpet before me, before I step 



         on the ground.  So, for that, I can compliment the provincial 
         government as far as Saskatchewan is concerned.  That the 
         recognition was there.  Why was the people recognizing me as 
         some leader?  With the medals on and why doesn't Trudeau honour 
         these medals?  That is my question.   
          
         Each chief had these medals.  It is some sort of a landmark.  
         It is some sort of an agreement that was reached between the 
         Crown and the Indian.  In 1877, Treaty Seven, so today, it is 
         not honoured as far as the Canadian Constitution is concerned.  
         Even though it states, "We will respect the existing aboriginal 
         treaty rights and entrenched in the Canadian Constitution."  
         But I am kind of scared of that.  If we say yes, it is 
         entrenched, and don't argue the point, it is like what I 
         showed you there, that is murder eh.  According to that 
         lawyer's definition of the Canadian Constitution.  If we don't 
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         abide by the Canadian Constitution and abide by the Prime 
         Minister's ideas, they are going to use the War Measures Ac
         Now think of that from there on.  That is how Trudeau is 
         working.  And if a lawyer interprets that constitution the way 
         it is, them guys are going to do something.  There is going to 
         be a real fight on.  But if they can get some security as 
         before, maybe there will be no argument.  But Trudeau doesn't 
         want to go that far.  The next government could come around and
         say to heck with these treaty rights, you see.  Even though 
         Trudeau recognizes them, how long?  I question how long?  Maybe 
         a year, five years, ten years?  Then it is subject for 
         re-negotiations.  And the re-negotiations Trudeau doesn'
         to recognize, affirming the treaty and negotiating again with 
         the Indian people on the treaties.  See, he wants to get rid 
         of them.  And why do we have to help the federal government 
         repay back this deposit.  He is making the poor people, that 
         earn the honest dollar repay that big deficit when he is 
         enjoying all the trips all over the world.  These are some
         the deficits that accumlated from years back and now he sees a 
         loop hole.  Make them reserves provincial jurisdiction so that 
         they could make money out of their royalties and lands, 

e way          taxation and it will help the economy of the country.  Th
         it is now, they are wasting money on it.  But they don't 
         understand the fact that the Indian gave you enough land a
         you didn't have no question taking a portion of the Indian lan
         and giving it up to the province for the general public's use.  
         The poor Indian is standing there blabbing away and looking at hi
                   
         bow and arr
         you are faced with eh, it will blow you up in nothing flat.  So 
         therefore we got no say.  We are just having a mouth war with 
         the government.  If it was like this different countries, 
         another nation coming into another nation and trying to sel
         them the legislative laws and trying to govern their 
         administrations and whatnot, they will tell them, "Wha
         heck are you trying to do with me?  You got no business, get 
         out of here."  They will shell them out.  That is the same dar
         thing with the Indian people. We are a nation.  There is four 
         colors in the world, there is the black, white, yellow, and 
         red.  Therefore, when they say nations, four colours of 
         nations, so the red means us Indians.  We are a nation an



         at the nation across Canada.  We are somewhere around eleven 
         million eh, but that is nothing compared to the rest of the 
         majority of the population of Canada.  When I say eleven 
         million, this consists of Metis, Inuit, and Dene and 
         registered treaty Indians.  There is only five hundred and some 
         odd thousand registered treaty Indians.  They want us to join 
         forces with the Inuit, Dene, and Metis.  What I say is no.  
         My minutes will prove that.  As long as we are treaty Indians, 
         let's stay together because we are Indians plus we have that 
         plus, the treaty with the government.  The Metis haven't.  It 
         is just like you, paying tax outright.  He is living like an 
         ordinary Albertan, or any other provincial government.  The 
         Indian, the non-status, he is just a squatter in the land, the 
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         Crown land, no treaty.  The Inuit, they are way up north.  They 
         own all of that ice I guess.  But the treaty Indian owns land 
         and the Queen is holding that land on behalf of the Indian 
         people through treaties.  That is why it is so important to 
         know that. It is secured under the Crown.  And if Trudeau say
         if he violates that, good-bye treaty.  Prime Minister is the 
         boss and he won't negotiate today's term too.  If we can 
         reaffirm the treaties with his say-so, go ahead light, gre
         light, sure we'll negotiate.  It will cost a lot of money.  I 
         think he is better off right now to say, okay, we'll entrench 
         that as long as the sun shines, the river flows.  Be better off
         on that deal, but if he starts compensating the losses, the 
         lands, treaty agreements, he is going to spend a lot of money 
         to renegotiate.  Because we got the minds of his mind now and 
  
         negotiating treaties, Crowfoot doesn't even know what the 
         letter means.  All they done was his mark.  God knows, somebo
         signed his name and even made a cross for him.  See, these 
         some of the things that are really vital.  This time to be argued
         confirmed, really if it is their side, their signature, and I 
         got the original treaty.  You can see them signs eh.  I don't 

           know if it's Crowfoot, Crowfoot made a good straight cross, eh.
         So that is all in a nutshell this time. 
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